©Optical Discs [CD/DVD/BD/LD] CLEANING & COATING LIQUID

[Nano Clean Za]
CLEANING & COATING LIQUIDS for Optical Discs

- These Liquids were developed for Optical Discs such as CD/DVD/BD/Laser Disc’s Cleaning & Coating. You can experience Dramatic Effect of Improving the Sound & Picture Quality. We also recommend to use for Re-writable Discs, such as CD-R/RW, DVD-R/RW and BD-R/RE.
- [Nano Clean Za] contains Cleaning Liquid (N-1), Coating Liquid (N-2a) and Wiping Paper (5-pcs.). (N-1) & (N-2a) or Wiping Paper (NW-1) is available, separately.

[NW-1]
NANOTEC WIPING PAPER
30-sheets in the Box

We recommend this High-tech Wiping Paper for using with [Nano Clean Za], [Nano Pure +] [CUG-1] to get Maximum Performance of these Liquids. [NW-1] contains 30-sheets of Wiping Paper.

©ANALOG DISC CLEANING LIQUID

[Nano Clean A-1]

- This Nano Clean A-1 was developed by Black Disc Enthusiast who loves the Sound of Analog Discs very much. By reflecting & investigating the Process of Analog Disc Production, we found the need of Removing the thin film on the Discs, which masks the Pure Sound which is grooved.

©ELECTRICAL CONTACT ENHANCER LIQUID

- These unique Liquids have Nano-sized Gold or Silver micro particles dispersed in Deep-sea Shark Oil solves the Electrical Contact Points Troubles.

©CONTACT PRO Series

- GOLD Contact PRO
  - Model No. GCPR-A
- SILVER Contact PRO
  - Model No. SCPR-A
- COPPER Contact PRO
  - Model No. CPRA-A

Contact Pen Series will be used very easily. Proper amount can be spread by one sweep on the Contact Point. Please try!!

©CONTACT PEN Series

- GOLD Contact Pen
  - Model No. GCP-A
- SILVER Contact Pen
  - Model No. SCP-A
- H & H Contact Pen
  - Model No. HCP-A
- COPPER Contact Pen
  - Model No. CPCR-A

©CABLE UP-GRADE Liquid

[CUG-1]
Model No. CUG-1
NET: 95mL in Spray Bottle

This Bottle [CUG-1] contains very effective liquid for the Improvement of the Audio/Visual Cables. It is very easy to use it, just spray the liquid on some tissue-paper, and wipe the surface of the Cables. Recommendable not only Analog Cables, but also, Digital Cables, such as USB, HDMI, or Coaxial/XLR Cables.

©SPEAKER TERMINAL SET

- TERMINAL MAIN PART
  - fit with 2-pcs. of Screws
- 2: 1 Spade Terminals or 2: Banana Terminals
- Silver Striky Cables (Red: 2-Black: 2)
- Plunging Screws: 12-pcs.
- Hex Wrench for Screws

©Vibration Absorbing BELT

- New Side Winder
  - You can improve your Audio/Visual systems with this [AURORA] by Minus Ion Power. Minus Ion Power.
  - Main Part: 2.5mm
  - Now Side Winder
  - Can improve your Audio/Visual & Minus Ion Power.
  - Main Part: 2.5mm
  - Minus Ion Power.

©LIMITED EDITION

- New Side Winder
  - Now Side Winder
  - Minus Ion Power.
  - Main Part: 2.5mm
  - Minus Ion Power.
  - Main Part: 2.5mm
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